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The purpose of this work is to discuss the sense in which certain nonlinear 
equations related to the Toda lattice are discrete versions of the KortewegAe Vries 
equation. 
1. I~TR00ucnoN 
This paper is concerned with the nonlinear ordinary differential equation 
du,ldt -f(-u,-A +f(-u,+l) = 0 (1) 
and the sense in which it is a discrete version of the nonlinear partial 
differential equation 
u, f uu, - u,,, = 0 (2) 
of Korteweg-de Vries. 
With f(v) = exp(u), (1) is related to the nonlinear equation of Toda. The 
Toda and Kortewegde Vries equations are integrable Hamiltonian systems; 
see Zakharov and Faddeev [4] for the latter and Manakov [3] and Kac and 
van Moerbeke [ 21 for the former. 
The soliton solution of (1) for f(v) = exp(v) is 
u,(t) = log 
i 
i+ 
*(w-2 + )q4 - 1 - w) W2n+2 I I.~(l+,2)w2’+2+(~)2w2.“. ’ 
where u(t) =a(O)exp[(~~ + w-‘) t]. Kac [l] has shown that if one sets 
en + E -22T = x, E -3T = t, w = exp(-as), a > 0, and divides by e2, then the 
resulting expression converges to 
8a2 sech2(2ax + 8a3T/3), 
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a soliton solution of Korteweg-de Vries. Our object is to carry this type of 
limit theorem over to general solutions of (1) and (2). 
In what follows, we consider the resealed problem 
e5 dun/d? -f(-e’u,-,) +f(-E*u,+,) = 0, 
U”(O) = g, 9 
(3) 
which is obained from (1) by replacing an(f) by s%,,(t/s3). Take f to be 
sufficiently smooth on R, f’ positive, and f’(O), f”(0) nonvanishing. These 
conditions will be adhered to throughout. With c = 2f’(O), we interpolate the 
solution r&*(r) of (3) to obtain a function U’(x, t) such that 
u&) = U’(sn + E-*tc, t) and prove the convergence of iY to the general 
solution U of’ 
jy 
I 
= f'(O) --j-- ux,, -f ‘Co vu, 3 
in a precise sense to be explained presently. 
To formulate our result more precisely, we introduce the following spaces. 
For m a nonnegative integer, let H, be the conventional Sobolev space 
with norm 
H,= {VIWVEL,(R), O<a<m) 
(4) 
With E Au, = [u,, I - v,], let H’, be the class of sequences v = (v, : n E Z} 
for which 
H’,= {u,,l~I”v,E1~, O<a<m) 
with norm 
The letter Cm(R) signifies the set of functions having derivatives of order less 
than or equal to m continuous in R, without implication as to their boun- 
dedness. 
’ I f  instead we identify u,(r) with bll’(a(m + E-*rc), t), where a = dm and 
b = (M’(O))-‘, then U’ converges to a solution of (2). 
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Let m > 4 be an integer. By a solution of (2) is meant a function U(x, t) 
such that 
I D”U(t)l’ dx 
is locally bounded for 0 < t < co and U satisfies (2) in the naive sense. 
The detailed statement of the main result is deferred. The discussion of (3) 
falls into two parts which can be summarized as follows: 
Step 1. Let the initial data g for (3) be of class HL. In Section 2, we 
give an a priori estimate which together with a local existence result implies 
the existence of a unique global solution to (3) with 
sup I @)I, < M, 
t<T  
where the constant M depends only on 1 g 1, and T < co; most importantly, it 
is independent of E. 
Usage. This convention about constants M is adopted throughout. 
The a priori bound is obtained by multiplying (3) by (f(-e2n,) -f(O)) 
and summing over n to find that 
is constant in time. Because f’ is positive, each term is positive, and convex 
in U. It follows that le*u, I2 is majorized by a fixed multiple of 
i 
--r=u, 
(f(u) -f(O)> dv < c3M. 
0 
This gives 1 u(t)lo <A4 and I u(t)l, < ME - ‘12. To explain the a priori bound 
for I W, and I @)12, we consider the special case,f(v) = exp(v). Then 
IO=&&, I, = E C {exp(-s’u,) - 1 }, 
n n 
I,=&x 
I 
exp(-2e3u,) 
2 
+ exp(-s2u, - E*U, _ i) - 3/2 , 
n ! 
z,=&C 
I 
exp(-3s*u,) 
3 
+ exp(-2s2u, - E’U, + i) 
n 
+ exp(-2s2u,+, - ~~24,) + exp(--E2U, - E’u,+, - E2%l+2 )- 10/31 
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are constant along solutions of (3). Consider the following combination of 
these constants: 
{constant x I,, + 61, -I,} se6 
and apply MacLaurin’s theorem to the exponential to establish that 
E c (du”)2 
I 
-+ (u$,+, +fu;+lu”) 
n 2 I 
is constant in time, up to an error which can be controlled by lu(t)j, and 
1 u(t)l,. The bound for 1 uI1 follows easily. Returning to the nonexponential 
case, an a priori bound for 1 u(t)l, may be obtained from the similar 
expression 
EC 
I 
(4J2 + YCO) (22 a,+, + u;,, u ) 
2 2 f’(O) ” 
n 9 
n I 
(3), the previous bounds for lu(t)(, and Iu(t)l,, and Gronwall’s lemma. The 
estimate for I u(f)12 is obtained in a similar fashion using I, in addition to I,, 
I,, and Z2. Subsequently, the a priori bound for [@)I,,,, m > 3 is obtained 
directly from (3) in terms of Iu(t)12 by use of the previous estimates. 
Step 2. In Section 3, we construct a function V(x, t) by interpolating the 
values u,(t) in such a way that u,(t) = V(sn + ce2tc, t). The interpolation of 
an element v of H; is obtained using Fourier transforms. Let Sr be the 
Fourier transform from L2(R) onto L’(R) and for each E > 0 let ;T; be the 
discrete Fourier Transform from HE, onto L2(-z/&, X/E). The interpolation of 
v is 
V(x) = TV, =.F-‘(sr;v) 
With V(x, t) = J’sJt), we define the function U by U(x + &-‘tc, t) = V(x, t). 
U is entire in x; II UII, is comparable to 1~1, and consequently bounded 
independently of E, by the estimate of Section 2. Use of (3) then confirms 
that 
m-3 
is locally bounded in time independently of E. This leads to the proof of the 
convergence of U’ to a solution of (2). More formally, we have the 
601/44/2-3 
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THEOREM. Let m be >4 and T > 0 be finite. Suppose f E C”“3(R) and 
let f ‘(0), f “(0) be dtperent from zero and f ’ positive. If the initial data g are 
elements of H;, then there exists a unique global solution u,(t) to (3) such 
that 1 u(t)],,, <M for t < T with a constant M depending on T and 1 g], only. 
Suppose for each E, g’ is an element of H; and .Yg’ converges to G in H,. 
Let u; be the unique solution to (3) with initial data gi, and u’ be the inter- 
polation of ui . Then u’ converges to the solution’ U(x, t) of the 
Korteweg-de Vries equation with initial data G. For the present m = 4, the 
convergence is locally uniform for D”U, n < 3; for m = I, one gets local 
untform convergence of D”U, n < 6 and of U,, etc. 
Ampltpcation. It should be pointed out that every solution of 
Kortewegde Vries with data G E H, is obtained in this way. The initial 
data g’ are the inverse discrete Fourier transforms of the Fourier transform 
of G restricted to [-X/E, X/E], i.e., g’ =jTEd-‘~l-,,,,,,,lSTG). The 
interpolation3 GE = Jg’ converges to G in H, and (] G’ Ilrn is comparable to 
] g’ I,,, . The theorem implies the result. 
Remark. The theorem and amplification establish that U = lim,,, U’ 
solves (2) and that UE L”O([O, T], H,) and U, E La)([O, T], H,-,). Use of 
(2) shows that this solution has the additional regularity 
0: UE L”O([O, T], H,7-3J. 
Finally in Section 4, we consider the periodic version of the preceding 
result. 
I am grateful to Henry McKean for his interest in this work and for 
encouraging me to put this paper into its present form. 
2. THE A PRIORI BOUND 
We prove first the existence and uniqueness of a global solution to the 
initial value problem (3). The proof will be based on a series of lemmas for 
which we need the following lemma of Sobolev and an interpolation which 
relates the norms I Irn and I] ]lm. 
The norms supXER ] v(x)] = ]]v]lm, ]I v]k, = ]I VI], and ]ID’vl] are related by 
LEMMA 1 (Sobolev). Let v belong to H,,,(R) and let j, k, and m be 
nonnegative integers with j < k < m. For each p > 0. there exists a constant c 
depending on p, j, k such that 
IIWlm G P IIWI + c IIVII. 
’ The word solution is used in the previously explained technical sense. 
‘.P =.F-‘.F d’ 
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To relate the norms 1 I,,, and 1) I& we quote an interpolation lemma of 
Stummel [ 51. 
LEMMA 2. Define a mapping Sr from HE to L,(Yn/e, u/e) by 
5 u + v” = (2X)-‘I2 e C V, exp(kny) 
n 
and a further map from L,(-n/e, z/c) to L,(R) 
F: 6 --f V(x) = (211)-l’* iI’:/. G(y) exp(-ixy) dy, xER. 
Then, for each E, 9c = FF is an isometry of Hi onto the class of square- 
summable entire functions of exponential type, and V(en) = v,. The norms 
I VI, and II VII,,, are related by the following inequality 
W)” llD”VII < Wvl < IID’VI. 
For each 4 E C*(R) of compact support, IlS;q4 - #II --) 0 as E + 0. 
The norms sup,,= Iv,,I = Ivloo, lv10 = [VI, and IA’vl are related by 
(6) 
LEMMA 3. Let v belong to H’, and let j, k, m, be nonnegative integers 
with j < k < m. For each p > 0, there exists a constant c depending on p, j, k 
such that 
pjvlm <plfl%l+ CIVI. (7) 
Proof. Lemma 3 follows by applying Lemma 1 to TEv and using the 
inequalities in Lemma 2. 
Returning to the initial value problem in (3), we prove 
LEMMA 4. Let m > 0 be an integer, T > 0 Jinite, and f E C”‘+‘(R) 
satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. If the initial data g are bounded in 
H’,, then there exists a unique solution to (3) such that 
sup I WI, Q M, 
t<T 
(8) 
where the constant M depends on I gl, and T only. 
The proof is based on the a priori estimates of 
LEMMA 5. If u(t): 0 < t < T lies in a ball of H;, and satifies (3), then 
there exists an M which depends on I gl,,, alone such that 
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Proof of Lemma 5. Let f, =f(-s’u,,), f”(u) = Drf(v), and fnrn’ = 
JAf m(-~2w9 &* 
Item 1. IuI GM. 
Multiplying (3) by v;, -f (0)) an d summing over InI < N, we obtain 
GN=e ‘T- d 
,n& dt 
the latter sum telescopes to produce 
{f (O)[f-,,’ +f-N--l -fN -fN+,l +fNfN+l -f-Nf-N--l} E-6* 
Now integrate the identity (9) to obtain 
i 
1 
GNds= ‘E ‘j- d 
-A, 
(f(u) -f(O)) dv E -4 ds 
0 I 0 ,niN dt II 0 I 
& Y- 
-cGl, 
= 
IZN 
(f(u) -f (0)) dvl c4e 
-c=g, 
Now f’ is positive, so that the individual terms of the sum are positive, and 
the limit 
(f(u) -f (0)) do I 
is controlled by 1 gl: in detail, by the mean value theorem, 
where c is the maximum off’ in the range of c*g, ; the latter is controlled by 
I d With I WI, b ounded independently of t < T, ) G,I is bounded indepen- 
dently of N, and G, + 0 as N + 03 for each t < T separately. By bounded 
convergence, 
EC jo-‘*” I (f(u) -f (0)) dv I c4 = E c n n I i’“” (f(v) -f (0)) dv I e-4* (10) 
Each term in (10) is positive; moreover, F(v) = j: [f(u) -f (0)] du is convex 
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in u and so may be underestimated by a positive multiple of U* in any fixed 
interval about the origin. In particular, s*u, lies in such an intervaL4 so 
constant X 1s2u,12 < l 
-Al” 
u-(v) -fW) dv 
0 
with a constant depending on M only. Combined with (lo), this gives 
Item 2. IuI, <ME-‘/*. 
By Item 1, 
constant x ls*u, I* < hop”” (f(u) -f(O)) dv < ELM, 
which gives 
sup 1 u,(t)l < ME -“*. 
tlE.z 
Item 3. Iul, GM. 
Let ~E~v~=v~+~-v~-,. If u, satisfies (3) withy(v) = exp(v), then 
E c constant x u, + 6(exp(-s*u,) - 1) 
n I 
( exp(-2s*u,) - 2 +exp(-.z*u,+,--c*u,)-+ cc6 )I 
is constant in time. By applying Taylor’s theorem to the exponential term, we 
see that 
+r 2 I 
(Au 1’ + @f%+1+ ufl+1u,) n I 
is also a constant, up to an error which is controlled by 1 tlj and 1 u 1 oo. This 
leads to an estimate for I u(, . We return to the general problem in (3), and 
propose an estimate of the same type, with the bracket modified by a factor 
off”(O)/“(O). Differentiate by t. One obtains (with tears)5 
’ ~;““” [f(u) -f(O)] du is bounded above by M, it is also underestimated by a multiple of 
( E*U, 1 depending on f  alone. 
’ See Appendix. 
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=&x ~(Au,)A(u~+,f~~,-u:-,f~3~:l,) 
I n 3! 
+ 5 tf”tw’ 
2 f ‘(0) 
W,~~Pt~n-, -u,> 
E2 f”(0) 
---u;fj,3)A,,(2~,u,+, + u;-, + u;,, + 2u,u,-,)} =F, 
12 S’(O) 
Integrating over (0, t) gives 
EC tAunt2 +rf”fo) (u;un+l + u;+lu”) 
n I 2 2 f’(O) I 
= 
(AgJ2 + ~f”P) 
2 2 yqjp”+l+d+lg”) +p2dr. I 
Then we bound each term as follows: 
(a) EC 7j-- I I 
t&J2 + f”(O) 
” f’(o)(dg”” +d+, &I II 
< lAgI + const Igl, I g12 GM. 
CW4+44)142 
< f jAul + M < f lAu12 f M. 
<EM(Au[~ IuI:, + ~~MlAul~ Iz& 
Q M(l + E~‘~) IAul’. 
(4 EC {~~&f:~)Ao(2u,u,+~ + u;-l+ u;,, + 2u,u,-,)} 
n 
< ~*W42, IAul lul 
Q M(f + j (Au/‘). 
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using (7), previous bounds, and (5). Thus, we obtain a bound of the form 
and by Gronwall’s lemma there results an exponential bound: 
ldu12 < Mexp(MT). 
Combined with the results of Item 1, this produces the required estimate 
Remark. We improve the estimate of Item 2 by combining the estimate 
I u I < M and ldul< M with a Sobolev inequality of (7) 
Idm<Pl~~I+cI~I 
to obtain 
Item 4. )ul,<M. 
1~1, GM. (1 la) 
Beginning with the solution u, of the special case of (3) with 
f(u) = exp(o), one establishes that 
c C constant X u, + 3(exp(-e’u,) - 1) 
” I 
_ 1o exd-24) 
2 
+ exp(-e2u, - c2u,+ i) - 3/2 + eXp(-lE2un) 
+ exp(-2s2u, - c2zi,+ i) + exp(-2e2u, +, - e2u,) 
+ exp(-s2u, - e2u,+i - E~u,+~) - 10/3 
I 
se8 
is constant in time. Applying Taylor’s theorem to the exponential terms, one 
finds that 
E c V2%J2 
I 2 
+ 
n [ 
+ u”(41~“)2 - 4- (%+z + u”-l)t~~“)2 II 
is also constant, up to an error controlled by I u II. This leads easily to an 
estimate of (u 12. We propose an estimate of the same type with the bracket in 
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the second line modified by a factor f”(O)/f’(O). Returning to the general 
problem in (3), one differentiates t and finds (with tears)6 
d K- (A2uJ2 +f”(O) 
Z&k 2 1 L 
Au (A,u )*-i(unC2+u _ )(Au )’ 
f’(0) 2 n n 2 nl n II 
-3(Ao Lf!f’)(A, %J2 + 3(A&, A,%)) ~ouLf~2’ 
+ (Aun)2 A (~2,+~f(*) 
2 O 
+ u2- f”’ ) nt2 nlnl 
- (Aukf’,2’)Ao((u,+, + LWU,)) 
Integrating with regard to t gives 
1, (A,u )‘+unc2+u _ )(Au )’ 
2 ” n 2 n1 n I !  
gn>” -+kn,l + g,-JAgJ2 
II 
+ .‘F,. 
1 0 
The bound for IA’uJ develops as follows: 
(4 EX u,(Aou,)* < Iu Ia, ~Au~~<M. 
” 
(b) EC k+2 + u,-AWJ2 < 2 IuI,lPu12 GM. 
(c) ,,rcd’u.)A*(u:,,/N’, -uI,-J;~!,)E 1 
n 
GWlA*uI IAulm 1~1, Iul +E’ IA24 lA4, lul’, 14 
<M(l + JA*ul*). 
(4 E c (Aoufzf !,?(AouJ2 
n 
< IkW& Wlul WI+ ~2W4, Iul WI) 
<M(l + IA2u12). 
’ See Appendix. 
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(e) E C (~o~~n~o~,N ~o~4.f~2’) 
n 
awl4* lul IAul + Wlm IA24 IUI I~I.32 
+ E2 Ill, I4zo IUI Pul 
+ e* IAUJ, lA2ul 1241 Iz&)<M(l + ld2u12). 
Use is made of Sobolev’s inequality in (7) and previous bounds. Thus, 
and by Gronwall’s lemma one obtains an exponential bound 
lA*ul* Q Mexp(MT). 
Combined with the results of Item 1 and 2, we obtain 
Item 5. lul,<M. 
Applying MacLaurin’s theorem to third order to& in (3), taking A” of the 
equation, multiplying by Amu,, summing over n, and integrating with regard 
to r, we obtain 
EC (AmU = EC (A’%,)* _ 
2 n2 
f”(W’%)(Ao Amd 
” 
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since 2, (LI~u,J(LI~ A’?,) = - 2, (A, d”%,)@“‘u,,). To estimate the first 
term, use the identity 
Am-b n+l * Ah 
and obtain 
E 1 (A, Amu,)(Amu;) = E x (A, Amu,) 2 (y ) (Am-‘un+,)(A’un). 
n n I=0 
DifJicult Terms. The summands with I = 0 and m are estimated by first 
noting that 
E 1 (AoAmu,)(Amu,) u, = E x Amu, Amu,-, Au,-, 
n I I ” 
< l4, IA’?* 
< const(iul,) lA’%l* 
,< MIAmuj2, 
where we have used the result of Item 3 and Sobolev’s lemma. Now use 
Sobolev’s lemma again and estimate the additional terms to obtain 
E x (A, A”‘u,)(Amu~)~ < M( 1 + lA’“u I’). 
n 
Apply (12) to the remaining term and use the standard estimate 
IA”f@)l G Wulm-Al + IA”‘ul) 
forfE Cmt3(R) and 1~1, is bounded to obtain 
E~(A~u,)*~M+M~~~A~u~*~~. 
n 0 
By Gronwall’s lemma, 
lAmu12 <Mexp(MT). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
Proof of Lemma 4. The local existence follows from a standard use of 
the contraction mapping principle and similar estimates give uniqueness of a 
solution for all time. Let the initial data satisfy I g(, < r/2. Denoting the 
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closed ball 1 u - g(, < r/2 by B and proceeding by standard estimates one 
can show, for sufficiently small t, that the mapping 
takes B into B and is contractive, and therefore has a unique fixed point. 
Given r > 0 and initial data g satisfying 1 gl, Q r/2, there exists a unique 
solution to (3) with 1~1, < r in a small time interval Ic( Q S(r). The a priori 
estimate shows that for fixed T any solution existing up to T’ < T satisfies 
1~1, < it4 exp(MT’), A4 depending upon I gl, alone. Therefore all such 
solutions obey the common bound ) u I,,, < M exp(MT’) = M, . It follows that 
any solution existing up to time T’ < T can be prolonged for time 6(2M,). 
Thus the solution exists up to time T. The statement of Lemma 4 now 
follows. 
Remark. For initial data g, the map g + u into L”O([O, T], H’,) is 
continuous in the metric of H’, _ 1 in the sense that 
sup Iu(t)-v(f)lk-, 4 g-M+, ev(~T). 
r<T 
ProoJ: Let u and u solve (3) with initial data g and h and let w  = u - 0. 
Taking A”- ’ of (3), multiplying by Am- ’ W, summing over n, and integrating 
on t, we obtain 
Iu(t)--v(t)l~-*~Ig-hlZ,-, 
+ j-1 E c I(A”-‘wn) A”-’ A&;f(n2) - u:fp’)I, 
n 
where we have used C,, Am-‘w,(Am-l Aow,)= - 2 (A,, A”-‘w,) A”-‘w,. 
Rewriting, 
Z(f!f’ -Q-y’= (u, - %hf-~*‘(4 + %fiw) 
- u, v,(f~*‘(u) -J-p’(u)). 
Now apply the mean value theorem to the second term and proceed as in 
Item 5 of Lemma 5 to find 
with A4 depending on IA”‘u(t)l and ~A”‘u(t)~. Gronwall’s lemma gives the 
result. Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to replace the latter norms by 
m norms. 
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3. CONVERGENCE TO KORTEWEG-DE VRIES 
In this section, we use the estimate in Lemma 5 and the interpolation 
lemma to prove our main result. We need a uniqueness theorem for (2); 
compare Temam [6]. Let U, V: [0, co) -+ H, be locally bounded solutions of 
(2) with initial data G and H in H, for m > 3. With W= U - V, (2) 
becomes 
w,+u,w+ VW,- w,,,=o. 
Multiplying by W and integrating in x, we obtain 
after integrating by parts and using the fact that U, V E H, for each t. With 
] U, Jm and 1 VI/, bounded, then 
1 
T i 
2 W’ak<Mj W’dx, 
R at R 
and by Gronwall 
II WI2 < II G - HII* exp@W. 
Because G = H at t = 0, it follows that W = 0 and hence U = V for all time. 
We now turn to the proof of the main theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let m > 4, T > 0 be finite, and g = R x [0, T]. 
Consider the s-dependent initial data g’ in (3) with g’ E HL and Z’g’ 
converging to G in H, . Then s’g’ is bounded independently of E in H,, and 
by (6) ] g’], is bounded independently of E. In Lemma 4, we proved that 
there exists a unique solution to (3) such that 
I U’(t>lm < M ewWW, t < T. 
We now interpolate u:, for each E and t to obtain a function v’(x, t) which 
is entire in x such that u’,(t) = U’(.sn + ee2tc, t), as follows: By Lemma 2, 
for each E and t, V(x, t) = 3$,(t) is an entire function with V(&n, t) = u’,(t); 
U’(x, t) is now defined by setting V(x, t) = U’(x + E-‘tc, t). From Lemma 2 
and Lemma 5, it follows that 
II Ue(t>ll = I u’(t)l < M t< T, 
]] u’ ]lrn is comparable to ] u” I,,, , so for each separate m > 0, 
(13) 
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by the inequality (6), M being independent of E. The function u:(f) = 
U’(sn + c-‘tc, t) satisfies the differential equation (3). By (13), the estimate 
II Vllm-3 GM t<T 
follows directly from (3) and the inequality (6). 
(134 
To complete the proof, we rewrite (3) and then state the sense in which U’ 
converges to a solution U of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. From (13) 
(13a), U’ and U;, are bounded in H, and Ho, respectively, and therefore 
Dm-‘U’ and UT are bounded and Holder continuous with exponent one-half 
in x, uniformly in t E [0, T]. Substitute U’(.VI + &-*tc, t) = u’,(t) in (3), 
apply MacLaurin’s theorem to f and to U’(x f E), and use the Holder 
continuity of the derivatives of U’ to show that (3) is the same as 
u;+ ucu:- W&+0(1), (x9 t) E @, (14) 
up to some inessential constants and an error o( 1) which is bounded and 
tends to zero with E. Multiply (14) by 4 E Cm@-) of compact support and 
integrate by parts to obtain 
j 
{V$,+(U')* $,/2- U'~,,,} ah&= 0 
s? (144 
up to an error which tends to zero with E. 
First consider the case m = 4 and let us discuss the convergence of u’ to a 
weak solution U(x, t) of Kortewegde Vries. The estimates (13) and (13a) 
show that U’ is bounded and equicontinuous in x and t < T. By Arzela’s 
theorem and a diagonalization, we can select a subsequence U” converging 
locally uniformly in G9 to some function U. In view of (14a), this implies 
that U is a weak solution of Korteweg-de Vries: U is locally summable and 
satisfies 
s {U#,+ U24,/2- VA.,,} ah&= 0 9 
for all $ E P(Q) of compact support. 
This solution has the additional regularity that U E Loo([O, T], HJ and 
U, E L”O([O, T], H,). Let ( E P’(G2) be of compact support and consider the 
product (V(t), ((t)) where ( , ) is the natural pairing of H, and Hem. Let 
II Ilmrn be the norm of H-,. Using the a priori bound of (13), we find 
I j’ WV), 4W> dt / < ye II WOll4 joT IlN)ll--4 dt 0 
GM =1140)ll--Jt~ I 0 
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The uniform convergence of U” to U on compacts of L9 gives us the 
convergence of (,’ (U”(t), $(t)) dt to jc (U(t), 4(t)) dt. By the previous 
estimate, U E Lm([O, T], HJ. To show that U, E Lm([O, T], H,), begin with 
the identity 
- lo= (u”(t), it@)> dt = j-= W(f), 4(O) dt 
0 
and use the a priori bound in (13a) to show that 
The rest of the proof is as before. The case for m greater than 4 proceeds 
similarly. 
For m = 4, (13) and (13a) show that D”U’, n < 3, is bounded and 
equicontinuous in x and t < T, for m = I, one has D”U’, n < 6, and D,U’ 
bounded and equicontinuous in x and t < T, etc. By Arzela’s theorem and a 
diagonalization argument, we obtain the last part of the theorem. 
It follows that U is a solution of Kortewegde Vries and U(x, 0) = G(x) 
since U’(x, 0) = 5’g’ -+ G strongly in H,. Since U is uniquely determined by 
the data G, it follows that the full sequence U’ converges to the same 
solution U of Korteweg-de Vries. 
This completes the proof. 
4. THE PERIODIC VERSION 
We now consider solutions to (1) which are periodic on Z with period p, 
i.e., 
%ltt> = % +,(a (15) 
and the sense in which they approximate, for large periods, solutions of 
Eq. (2) which are periodic on R with period one, i.e., 
U(x, t) = U(x + 1, t). (16) 
The spaces H, and Hk are adapted to the periodic context by introducing 
the norms 
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and 
P-l 
respectively. 
Except for a few modifications we proceed as before and prove 
THEOREM A. Let m be 24, T > 0 be finite, and let f satisfy the 
hypothesis of the theorem. If the initial data of (3), (15) are elements of Hk, 
then there exists a unique global solution u,(t) to (3), (15) such that u E H, 
for t Q T; moreover, 1 u(t)l,,, is controlled by 1 gl,. Suppose for each E, g’ is 
an element of Hi, and s’g’ converges to G in H,. Let u’, be the unique 
solution to (3), (15) with initial data g’,, and U’ be the interpolation of u:. 
Then with E = l/p, U’ converges to the solution U of the Korteweg-de Vries 
equation with initial data G. 
Proof of Theorem A. Since the proof depends on an interpolation 
bew=n I Im and II IL, we state a modification of Lemma 2. Throughout the 
remainder of this section take p = l/s. 
Define a map F: v --t fi, where 
Ck = - ’ 5’ v,exp (Inik (:)), 
P n=Q 
kE (O,...,p- l)=Z,. 
Then u^ E I,@,) and obeys the Plancherel formula 
Let 3’: 6+ V be the map 
g?v^ = V(x) = C & exp(2nikx), xER. 
ksZ 
Then 
Thus for each p, 3’ = gX is an isometry of l,(Z,) into the class of square 
summable functions periodic with period one and for each v E Z,(Z,), 
V = TV, with V(n/p) = v,. 
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We relate ) I,,, and I( (I,,, as follows. Begin with the identity 
$ ‘T’ Av, exp(2niknlp) 
n-o 
1 P-1 
=- ‘T v, exp(27cinklp) exp 
P *%l 
( ($q-1)p. 
Estimate the expression 
p lexp(2xik/p) - 1 1 = 2p 1 sin 
using 
and combine with the Plancherel formula to obtain the case m = 1 of the 
general inequality 
(17) 
We now return to the initial value problem (3), (15). Consider the E- 
dependent initial data g’ such that 2’g’ converges to G in H,. Then J’g’ 
is bounded independently of E in H,. By (17) g’ is bounded in H; indepen- 
dently of E. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5, we obtain an a priori 
estimate which together with a local existence result gives the existence of a 
unique global solution a;(f) of (3), (15) such that 
where the constant depends only on 1 gl, and T, most importantly, it is 
independent of E. 
Now interpolate u;(t) for each E and t to obtain V(x, t). Introduce U’(x, t) 
by V(x, t) = U’(x + eT2tc, t). The Plancherel formula gives 
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and from the inequality (17) and 
I U’(& < M tQ T, 
we obtain 
151 
II ~~wllm G M9 t< T. , 
The differential equation gives 
Proceeding as in the problem on the line, U’ converges to a function 
U(x, t) which satisfies (2) and (16), and 
sup 
t<T I 
is finite. 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
APPENDIX 
Begin with 
J&)=&C q-+++:un+l +u:+,u.)l, 
1 
(AlI 
n 
differentiate in f, use (3), and apply MacLaurin’s theorem to f to verify that 
dJ, 0) ----EC 
dt 
AU 
n 
d + g-“(0) 
2 f,(O) [%I%t+1 + Z&1 + 2u”u,-l+ uz,+c 
* av)b41+l - U”-11 + 
601/44/2-4 
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Combine the terms as follows: 
(4 E 2 ~~2f’(o) Au, d(u,+, - Z.&J} = 0. 
n 
(b) EZ E-~ ~dtc,d(u;-, - uf+J 
n I 
+ E-3 f”(O) 
7j- G%lu,+l + u;-, 
(cl EC c-’ (~-!po)l’(2~,u,+l + u:-, + 2U,U”-, + ui,,) n I 
Thus, 
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A similar computation begins by differentiating the expression 
J*(G=EC 2 
I 
w”)* +f”(O) 
- 
2_, (dou )’ 
” [ f’(0) 2 ” n 
; (%+2 
-- 
+ ~“-lew2 11 642) 
in t, using (3), and applying MacLaurin’s theorem *to f to confirm that 
ru, (0 -=&EC E (A2;J2 LP(u;l+,f~~~, - u:-,f:?:l,) 
dt n I 
+ y’(o) 
- (~04f’,*‘)@, %I)* 
2 f’(O) [ 
+ @“J2 A (U;+p 
2 O PI+* 
+ ll*- f’” ) n1nl 7 II 
where we use the fact that the following quantities vanish: 
(b) EC E-d+ 
I 
(6~” - 4u,+, - 4U,-, + u,-* + Un+2)(U;-, -u* 
n 
- ~,-1~“+1-%-2%-1 - + @v,+* 
+ 4-2 + u;,, + 34”-2%) oh+, -#,-I) * 
I I 
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